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Ultrasonic guided lamb waves can be used to monitor structural conditions of pipes and other
equipment in industry. An example is to detect accumulated precipitation on the surface of pipes
in a non-destructive and non-invasive way. The propagation of Lamb waves in a pipe is influenced
by the fouling on its surface, which makes the fouling detection possible. In addition, multiple
helical propagation paths around pipe structure provides rich information that allows the spatial
localization of the fouled area.

Gaussian Processes (GP) are widely used tools for estimating unknown functions. In this thesis, we
propose machine learning models for fouling detection and spatial localization of potential fouled
pipes based on GPs. The research aims to develop a systematic machine learning approach for
ultrasonic detection, interpret fouling observations from wave signals, as well as reconstruct fouling
distribution maps from the observations.

The lamb wave signals are generated in physics experiments. We developed a Gaussian Process
Regression model as a detector, to determine whether each propagation path is going across the
fouling or not, based on comparison with clean pipe. This binary classification can be regarded as
one case of the different fouling observations.

Latent variable Gaussian Process models are deployed to model the observations over the unknown
fouling map. Then Hamiltonian Monte Carlo sampling is utilized to perform full Bayesian inference
for the GP hyper-parameters. Thus, the fouling map can be reconstructed based on the estimated
parameters. We investigate different latent variable GP models for different fouling observation
cases.

In this thesis, we present the first unsupervised machine learning methods for fouling detection and
localization on the surface of pipe based on guided lamb waves. In these thesis we evaluate the
performance of our methods with a collection of synthetic data. We also study the effect of noise
on the localization accuracy.
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1. Introduction

Fouling is unwanted, but equipment can get dirty easily in daily use and get defected.
Cleaning the fouling can help equipment maintenance, but fouling is commonly not
visible from the outside of the industrial equipment. Fouling in structure may cause
the decrease in efficiency and tremendous losses in operation and maintenance (possible
process breaks for cleaning) in industry [1]. To monitor and localize the fouling on the
surface of a tubular equipment in an easy and efficient way, we propose non-destructive
detection methods using ultrasonic guided waves and machine learning algorithms.

Ultrasonic Guided waves (GW) are useful tools for diagnosing engineered struc-
tural health, precipitation and damage in non-destructive evaluation [2]. Ultrasonic
guided waves are widely applied for structural health monitoring, e.g. metallic plate
structure monitoring [3], lamb waves redirecting for morphological complexities moni-
toring [4], and ray path model for damage localization and size-up [5].

The detection and localization of fouling on the inner surface of pipelines are
still challenging tasks, but the GW technique has been proposed as an solution to
estimate the fouling [6]. The guided wave inspection can provide a large detectable
area with little attenuation in a single measurement. These properties allow GW to
inspect embedded cylinder structures, such as coated pipeline. Multipath propagation
on tubular structures has been studied a lot [7]. Along with the tubular geometry,
multipath propagation makes the ultrasonic waves propagate in several helical paths.
With the distinguishable propagation paths, we are able to analyze the information
containing in the helical waves, including cleanness, spatial unity and etc.

GW not only can propagate over long distances in pipe, but also have demon-
strated excellent sensitivity to different formats of fouling layers on the pipe surface,
which can be used to locate the fouling areas. If the tubular structure has some coat-
ings, liquid, or an accumulation of precipitation loading on its surface, the boundary
conditions change and the GWs can become leaky, i.e. propagating waves loss energy
into the media [8]. When a wave is propagating through a precipitation on a cylinder
structure’s surface, the wave’s group velocity slows down and the energy of the wave
is attenuated, since the GWs leak into the fouling layer. Consequently, propagation
arrival times and the amplitudes of the signal can be different in clean cases and fouling
cases.
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

Modeling the waves is still difficult and challenging, hence we hope to deploy
machine learning methods for solving these inverse problems, from observations to
fouling reconstruction. The collection of data and corresponding labels among various
fouled pipe can be costly, because the fouling are always in different formats, shapes,
sizes and locations. We propose to provide solutions with minimal data requirements.
In practice, building our model using only data from the clean structure.

Gaussian Processes (GPs) is broadly used in statistics. GPs offer great flexibility
for learning non-linear mapping between inputs and outputs. GPs are widely applied
in time-series analysis, regression, classification, spatial statistics,etc. [9]. Based on the
GP model, we can select the likelihood function and learn the posterior probability dis-
tribution. The GP prior can be combined with various likelihoods for the observations,
and can help solve for the posterior distribution of the unknown function, condition-
ally on the observed data. GPs are widely used for estimating unknown functions, and
hence are suitable also as a method for the fouling reconstruction.

In this thesis, we propose Gaussian Process machine learning approaches target-
ing for fouling detection and spatial localization on a tubular structure. In the standard
implementation of Gaussian process regressions, we train the model with waves col-
lected in the clean structure. In which way we can perform the conditional probabilities
of the signals from the fouled pipe and predict the paths passes the fouling. In using
GPs as the prior of the fouling spatial distribution, we perform full Bayesian infer-
ence for the GP latent variables using Hamiltonian Monte Carlo sampling based in the
observations. With the help of GPs, we can visually present the fouling reconstruction.

We begin with the contribution of this thesis in Section 1.1. The outline for the
rest of this thesis is provided in Section 1.2.

1.1 Contribution of the thesis

In this thesis, the main contributions are as follows:
We present a new approach to fouling detection and localization with unsuper-

vised machine learning methods, that is able to detect the specified fouled propagation
trajectory and reconstruct the fouling map. The approach is systematic, starting from
the raw signals collected by the ultrasonic receivers and resulting with a re-constructed
fouling map.

We perform a comprehensive study based on both the synthetic data and the
measurements from our device. This study illustrates the performance of our approach
in accuracy and robustness, as well as compares different settings for our models.
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1.2 Structure of the Thesis

Thus far, we have introduced the background of Guided lamb waves for nondestruc-
tive evaluation. We have also provided a brief overview of Gaussian process and our
experimental setups. The rest of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, we demonstrate
our approach in a systematic manner. In Chapter 3, we consider the Gaussian process
regression algorithm for anomaly detection. First, we introduce the general theory of
Gaussian process regression. Then we consider the GW signal data processing and how
we applied the Gaussian process regression algorithm to calculate the anomaly score.
Finally we show some results from the experiments with physicists. In Chapter 4, we
consider the theory of latent variable Gaussian Process for fouling localization. We
demonstrate the algorithm we used for fouling localization. We also present the theory
of Hamiltonian Monte Carlo sampling, which is utilized for generating efficient tran-
sitions spanning the posterior in our experiments. We discussed two different formats
of inputs, positive continuous observations and binary observations. Correspondingly,
two latent variable Gaussian Process models are presented. In Chapter 5, we present
three different experiments with setups. The Chapter 6 is the conclusion.





Figure 2.1: Flow chart of the fouling detection and localization system

2. Approach

To develop machine learning and artificial intelligence solutions for modeling ultrasound
propagation in fouled pipe structures, we apply supervised and unsupervised learning
methods to build path predictors and fouling localization on the surface of pipe. All
the elements of this study, involving data collection, data pre-processing, detecting
fouled propagation trajectories, and reconstructing the fouling map, are combined as
a fouling detection and localization system.

Among all the elements, the work for this thesis is on the machine learning models
for fouling detection and spatial localization. The flow chart in Figure 2.1 describes
the complete system of fouling detection and localization in this thesis. It explains all
the stages of modeling and calculation from raw signal data to fouling reconstruction.

After we get signal collections, we pre-process them and calculate the envelopes of the
signals. Then a path predictor is used for pattern prediction, which can output observations
on each propagation path. The observations have two formats, binary observations, which
refer to whether the path is going through the fouling or not, and positive continuous ob-
servations, which refer to the fouling accumulations along the path. The observations are
unitized to reconstruct the fouling. GP-based models using both of the formats are discussed

5



6 Chapter 2. Approach

in this thesis.
For fouling detection, we introduce unsupervised fouled path predictor using GPR in

Chapter 3. For fouling localization, we deploy GP-based fouling localization with binary
observations as inputs. We also study the localization ability for coping with the noise in
the fouled path prediction. The main contribution of this thesis is to apply unsupervised
learning methods for a fouling detection system. Our system makes full use of the signal
collections from the clean structure, which can avoid massive work in collecting data with
different labels.

In this Chapter, we illustrate the modeling background, our technical solution for the
system, as well as the data sets.

2.1 Modeling background

Our goal is to build machine learning models to estimate unknown fouling on the inner surface
of a cylinder structure, based on the ultrasonic guided wave signals as inputs. The Figure 2.2
from the previous researches gives an example of the experimental setup used in measurements
[1]. In a single measurement, an ultrasonic pulse was sent from the transmitting transducer
(TX) on the one side of the pipe, and recorded at a distance L by receiving transducer (RX)
on the other side. The TX and RX have a center angle θ. A fouling is pasted on the surface
of the steel pipe. For easy simulation and setting for configurations, we use outer surface in
our experiments, instead at the inner surface. From the perspective of the models, there is
no difference, and the GWs also react on a similar pattern to fouling on the both surfaces.

which does not matter from the perspectives at models.
The exploration of the machine learning solution for the ultrasonic guided waves is

a joint efforts between data scientists and physicists. With the help of measurements and
data pre-processing from the physicists, we are able to adapt machine learning techniques to
address the problems.

We start with our experimental device construction by our collaborators. A commercial
transducer was utilized to generate ultrasonic guided waves on a steel pipe with an angle-of-
incidence method. Wave signals were generated from the identical transducer on the one side
and captured by a receiver on the other side. Figure 2.3 shows the device.

The artificial fouling for easy experimentation is prepared by Blu Tack or tape that is
attached on the outer surface of the steel pipe. The Blu Tack fouling is cropped to squares
of the same thickness and size. One single square is 2 cm * 2 cm, we could change the
setting of the quantity, the shape and the thickness of the fouling manually. The thickness
of one square Blu Tack is about 2 mm. The experience was done by the Electronics Research
Laboratory at the Department of Physics, the University of Helsinki. Figure 2.4 presents steel
pipe attaching with the Blu Tack fouling.

RX collects the raw signals on the time series. The signals are prepared by several
procedures including smoothing and filtering, but for this thesis, the specific methodologies
are not relevant. We use the prepared signals as the inputs. After the pre-propossing, we
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Figure 2.2: Sketch for the experimental setup.

Figure 2.3: Appearance of the experiment device. Ultrasonic pulses were sent with the transducer
on the left, and recorded at a distance from the receiver’s position. Coordinate points and numbers
on the tube are used to mark the fouling location.

are able to compare the signals from different measurements and build models for further
computations. Figure 2.5 presents a result example from our device. The graph presents
totally fifteen signals, ten of which are from the measurements on a clean pipe and the others
are from the measurements on a pipe with the same Blu Tack fouling.

Figure 2.5 indicates three important preconditions for modeling:
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Figure 2.4: The Blu Tack fouling is attached on the outer surface of the pipe.

Figure 2.5: Signals collected by the physicists. Ten measurements from the clean structure (data
1-10 in the figure) and five measurements (data 11-15 in the figure) from the fouled structure are
presented to compare whether fouled signals differ from clean ones. This figure is not made for the
thesis, but it still can be a good explanation for the signal attenuation.

1. First, the measurements are repeatable for pipe structures in same conditions. As we
can see in the Figure 2.5, ten signals from measurements on the clean structure are
almost the same. Even though they are not perfectly identical due to the measurement
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error, they are close enough to be classified as signals from a clean pipe. Similarly, the
signals from Blu Tack fouled pipe are also repeatable in numerous measurements.

2. Second, fouled pipes and clean pipes are distinguishable via the signals. The dashed
rectangle in the Figure 2.5 signifies that the signals from the fouled structure have
obvious attenuation on the amplitudes. This fact shows the feasibility of detecting the
fouling based on the collections from RX.

3. Third, different ultrasonic guided wave propagation trajectories can be figured out via
the signals. The signals collected at around 0.2 ms and those around 0.3 ms have
violent fluctuations, which can be regarded as two different propagation trajectories.
Although both signals of two propagation paths appear attenuation, the amplitude
decreases of the signals arriving around 0.3 ms are much more apparent. This feature
makes path predictors reasonable in experimental results.

According to all the preconditions above, we are able to propose some solutions to the
fouling detection and localization problem.

2.2 Methods & Model selection
The flow chart in Figure 2.1 describes the system of fouling detection and localization in this
thesis.

To reconstruct the fouling distribution, we aggregate information together with the
known geometry. Referring to the setting of our device, we use 6 cm as the pipe diame-
ter. The placement of the sensors, including transmitting transducers (TXs) and receiving
transducer (RXs), is important information for the reconstruction. We present the wave
propagation trajectories mapping based on the transducers’ placement, and the mapping is
used for inferring the fouling localization. More observations can always make more precise
fouling localization. So for each fouling reconstruction, we use several measurements from
different transducers’ placements. The relations of localization accuracy and the number of
measurements is also studied in Chapter 5.

For each signal collection, we only consider first few helical trajectories. Due to the
signal attenuation on the propagation, the waves going through long trajectory are not sig-
nificant in amplitudes and are more likely to be affected by the noise than the first few ones.
The detailed configurations for experiments are presented in Chapter 5.

To begin with, we collect data from our device with different coordinates of TX and
RX for both clean structure and fouled structure. The pre-processed signal collections a used
for modeling the path predictors. Then we focus on build up path predictors to obtain ob-
servations over paths from the fouled signals. The goal of this step is to estimate the impact
of the fouling to each wave propagation trajectory. In this thesis, we introduce the unsuper-
vised path predictor using Gaussian Process Regression, which can detect fouled propagation
trajectory with binary observations in Chapter 3. This model can be regarded as a solu-
tion to an anomaly detection problem, because we train our model with only measurements
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on the clean structure, and target to use the model for identifying signals that are deviate
from the normal clean ones. We are also thinking about methods, which can be available
to estimate the fouling accumulations over paths with positive continuous observations. In
previous studies, supervised machine learning, such as convolutional neural networks, have
been appied for the estimation [10]. However, those methods are not included in this thesis.

Once we get the path-based observations, fouling localization are utilized to reconstruct
the unknown fouling distribution. We build both GP-based models using binary inputs and
positive continuous inputs, which can be a comparison with predictions of the GPR-based
model and supervised machine learning model. We introduce both the GP-based localization
in Chapter 4.

To study our models’ availability, performance, as well as the effect of extra noise on
the localization accuracy, we show several experiments and corresponding results in Chapter
5. They are listed with our research questions.

2.3 Data
In this thesis, we use both dataset from real-world experiments and simulations for the
experiments. Some pre-processed signal collections from real-world experiments are used for
the Experiment 1 in Section 5.1. The experimental setups are explained in Chapter 5.

The main experiments are done on simulated data, which allows easily studying manual
setups without needing to always modify the experimental device. In order to demonstrate
models’ performance, we generate data from our assumptions. In Section 5.1, we illustrate
the simulated data for testing the GPR-based model. For the GP-based localization, we use
synthetic data for all the experiments. How we make the data generation, and how we make
use of the synthetic data, are explained in Chapter 5.



3. Gaussian Process Regression for
Anomaly Detection

Gaussian process is a statistical model, over functions for which a collection of random vari-
ables have joint Gaussian distributions [9]. A Gaussian Process is specified by a mean function
m(x) : Rp → R and a covariance (or kernel) function k(x, x′) : Rp × Rp → R. The general-
ization of the Gaussian distribution is based on mean and covariance, a vector and a matrix
respectively, with functions that depend on the input x. Using the notation of [9], the mean
and covariance functions are denoted by

m(x) = E[f(x)]

k(x, x′) = cov[f(x), f(x′)] = E[(f(x) − m(x))(f(x′) − m(x′))T ].
(3.1)

Then we can define Gaussian Process as:

f(x) ∼ GP (µ(x), k(x, x′)). (3.2)

Gaussian processes have been successfully used in multiple applications, including
speech recognition, finance risk management, structural chemistry, etc. [11, 12, 13]. In this
thesis, we explore to use Gaussian processes in signal processing and non-destructive eval-
uation. The usages of Gaussian Process include regressions, modelling of hyperparameters,
variational methods, latent variable models, etc. [14, 9].

The GP model have a few advantages. GP model is simple to implement, because a
multi-dimensional sample from a GP model has a multivariate Gaussian distribution, com-
pletely defined by mean function µ(x) and covariance matrix K [9]. Based on the GP model,
we can evaluate f(x) at any new covariance matrix K, as well as compute a probability dis-
tribution over f(x) conditions [9]. Based on the observed data D, we can compuye p(f(x)|D)
easily for some likelihoods. We can also present the posterior distribution based on the ag-
gregate observations [15]. The conditional Gaussian distributions provide uncertainty mea-
surements for prediction and interpolations to the unknown points of interest [16]. All of
these advantages can be used to solve problems mentioned in this thesis.

In this Chapter, we discuss the concepts of Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) and
build a method that learns to model how the measurements look like for a clean structure.
We can then identify fouled structure by detecting signal attenuation, and we refer to these
fouled paths as "anomaly". The goal is to build a path predictor that can detect and predict
potential fouling on the wave propagation trajectory from the signals.

11



12 Chapter 3. Gaussian Process Regression for Anomaly Detection

We present a unsupervised machine learning method, with the signal collected from RX
in clean pipe structures as unlabelled training data [17]. Passing through fouling influence
the signal in a complex and unknown way, and signal attenuation is a typical effect [1]. Due
to the signal attenuation, the amplitudes of ultrasonic wave signals which pass the fouling in
propagation have a significant reduction in contrast to those signals collected from the clean
structure. We target to train our models with the existing clean signals. When we gain new
measurements as new inputs, we can use our model to determine whether there is fouling on
the surface of the pipe, and detect the fouled propagation trajectories.

This problem can be regraded as an anomaly detection problem and our GPR-based
model is an application of one-class classification. Anomaly detection refers to the issues of
detecting abnormal events, which perturb normal behavior, including intended or unintended
induced faults, attacks, defects, etc. [18]. One-calss classification algorithms target to build
machine learning classification models when only using positive class and provide the practical
way of solving the anomaly detection problem [19]. We train our model with signals from
the clean structure, which is the "clean data", and intend to identify the paths pass through
fouling, the abnormal data points. When we build our classification models, the datasets from
the fouled helical path trajectories are absent, GPR-based model help us find the boundaries
of the "clean paths" and the "fouled paths".

Gaussian Process Regression is a non-parametric Bayesian method, and as a popular
machine learning model, it is widely applied in solving real-world regression problems [20, 15].
One advantage of using Bayesian methods is the the ability to express the uncertainty [9].
The fouled path predictor is a prognostics problem, and the main computational burden
comes from the uncertainty of the signal boundaries in training data. Thus, here we use
GPR model in this thesis to provide a credible interval, comprising probabilistic upper and
lower bounds. Instead of using the original wide bounds of the signal, we use the credible
interval to figure out whether the collected signal experience attenuation or it is just random
error in collection the signals. The mean function and the credible interval is also utilized for
calculating the anomaly scores. Based on the signals, we can map them to the certain helical
path trajectories.

The GPR approaches are presented in Section 3.1 and the corresponding experiment
is discussed in the Chapter 5.

3.1 Gaussian Process Regression

GPR can help capture the mapping from the input x to output y based on the training data
set. We collect all the signal with the arrival time, so the data is in time order. Our training
data set consists of several signals collected from same transmitting transducer (TX) and
receiving transducer (RX) locations on a same clean structure. GPR model here is used to
apply a regression algorithm from the time index to signal values. With the help of GPR
model, we can calculate the mean functions of the signals, as well as the covariance matrix
on time index. The mean function and covariance matrix provide probability density for the
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clean signals, which can be utilized to detect the fouled trajectories.
With N time points, we denote the training data set as D = {yt}N

t=1. The relation
between input t and output y is assumed to be an unknown function for which we place a
GP prior. The model equation for the time series univariate GPR is as follows:

f(t) ∼ GP (µ(t), k(t, t′))

yt = f(t) + ϵ

ϵ ∼ N(0, λ2).

(3.3)

where yt is the observations at time t ∈ [0, T ], f is a GP function, µt is the mean at time t,
and ϵ is the observation noise. Here we assume that the observation noise ϵ is a white noise
and follows a Gaussian distribution N(0, λ2), where λ2 is the variance of observation noise
and can be estimated during the measurements.

Here we focus on the widely used radial basis function kernel (RBF) kernel as the
covariance function, which is defined as:

K(t, t′) = σ2exp(−(t − t′)2

2l2
). (3.4)

where σ2 is the covariance parameter and l is the length-scale. Other kernels, such as Matern
kernel, Laplacian kernel and exponential kernel, could also be used (see [1, 9, 21]).

To prepare for regression, the covariance matrix’ definition and possible matrix combi-
nations are summarize below:

K =


k(t1, t1) k(t1, t2) · · · k(t1, tn)
k(t2, t1) k(t2, t2) · · · k(t2, tn)

...
... . . . ...

k(tn, t1) k(tn, t2) · · · k(tn, tn)


K∗ =

[
k(t∗, t1) k(t∗, t2) · · · k(t∗, tn)

]
K∗∗ = k(t∗, t∗).

(3.5)

The key concept in GP regression is that all the data can be represented as a collection
of samples with a multivariate Gaussian distribution [22]. Based on the matrices in Equation
3.5, we can have predictions below: y

f∗

 ∼ N

0,

K + λ2I KT
∗

K∗ K∗∗

 (3.6)

where T indicates matrix transposition, y denotes the observations, and notation f∗ =
[f(t∗

1), ..., f(t∗
1)] is the new samples drawn from the posterior distributions. For the con-

ditional probability p(f ∗ |y) follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution:

f∗|y = N(K∗(K + λ2I)−1y, K∗∗ − K∗(K + λ2I)−1KT
∗ ). (3.7)

Then the posterior is also a GP distribution, for which the mean is:

µf∗ = K∗(K + λ2I)−1y. (3.8)
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The uncertainty of the distribution can be presented as a covariance matrix:

Kf∗ = K∗∗ − K∗(K + λ2I)−1KT
∗ . (3.9)

To predict f∗, we can use the sample function with Equations 3.8 and 3.9. To sample
the observation y∗, we need to add an additional sample of the noise ϵ. After sampling, we
can present the mean of a certain time point y∗t as ȳ∗t and the variance as var(y∗t).

Gpytorch is a powerful tool for GP based on PyTorch. It provides a platform for effi-
cient and modular implementation of Gaussian Processes, with GPU acceleration [23]. For
exact Gaussian Process Regression, Gpytorch provide scalable GP inference via Blackbox
Matrix-Matrix multiplication(BBMM), which is a modified batch conjugate gradients algo-
rithm [23]. Here we fit the GPR model on Gpytorch, and the learnable parameters l and
σ can be optimized in the training process. For making predictions with the model, we
choose LanczOs Variance Estimates (LOVE) as a rapid approximate approach for obtaining
predictive distributions [24].

3.2 Anomaly Score calculation
For fouled wave trajectory detection, we use the results of GPR model to calculate the
anomaly scores. We train the GPR model with signals from measurements on the clean pipe
structure and we obtain a trained GP (µ∗, K∗), based on the optimized σ and l. This model
describes how the signals are experiencing to the propagation on the surface of a clean pipe.
In the fouling detection step, we use the signal envelopes from measurements on the fouled
pipe as the inputs D∗ = {y∗

t }N
t=1 and evaluate how likely they are under the model. To

measure this, we calculate the log-probability for each time point t as the anomaly score s(t):

s(t) = log(N(yt|µ∗(t), σ∗(t)2)) (3.10)

where µ∗(t) and σ∗(t)2 are the observed mean function and the observed variance function
based on the training dataset.

The signals of helical paths going through fouling have significant attenuation, which
differ from the signals from the clean structure. The probability of the signal values on each
time point is calculated under the posterior distribution modeled by the GPR model. If a
signal attenuates through fouling, the probabilities of its signal values around its arrival time
would become extremely small.

The anomaly scores s(t) are the logarithm of the signal value probabilities, which are
usually smaller than 0. We define a threshold value a. If s(t) is consistently less than a over
a period of time [tn, tm], we can identify the propagation trajectory as a fouled trajectory
based on the arrival time. A clarifying illustration will be provided in Figure 5.4 in Chapter
5.

It should be noted that the selection of a proper threshold value a is not a simple task
in real-world data. It hinges on the experimental settings and measurement errors and it
might even be hard to estimate a proper value. In the experiment in Chapter 5, a is not hard
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to select in our simulated signals, because the signals are generated on our ideal assumptions.
In this thesis, we do not discuss the method to estimate a.





4. GP-based model for Fouling
localization

In Chapter 3, we discussed the GPR-based model to detect the fouled helical paths, and in this
chapter, we explain how the GPs can also be used for localizing the unknown fouling. Even
though both parts use GPS, the specific models are completely different. Our core assumption
is that we can observe the fouling overlaps for each wave propagation trajectory. We interpret
the difference between the signals from clean and fouled pipe as integral observations along
the helical paths from TX to RX.

Before talking about integrals, the core assumption: we now assume that 2D spatial
fouling map follows a GP distribution. The idea to implement GP method here is to infer
latent variables based on aggregate observations, which are integrals of the GP function. GP
with integral observations has been studied e.e. by [10, 25]. The fouling can be analyzed as
line integrals along the trajectory over the fouling distribution for the form

∫
f(x)dx, where

f(x) denotes the GP function and the integral is along the trajectory. This differs from the
common use where we can observe f(x) itself directly. Bottom figure of Figure shows a good
example of the integral observations.

The observations can either be binary, whether passes the fouling, or positive continuous
real numbers, the fouling accumulation along the trajectory. To achieve these observations,
we need to relate the propagation trajectories to the pipe geometry. We do this by calculating
the path finder matrix B on the number of paths we consider, and the coordinates of TX
and RX.

For both of the binary and positive continuous observations, we designed fouling local-
ization models. The localization processes for these two observation cases are similar. We
employed Gaussian Process to model the observations {yn} over the unknown fouling map.
Then we assume the unknown fouling map to follow a Gaussian Process as a prior on the
space of mean functions and kernels. We calculated posterior probability distributions based
on the observations. Finally we present reconstructed fouling map based on the posterior
probability distribution. The difference of observation cases is in the likelihood functions,
which is discussed in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4.

For approximating the posterior distribution of the fouling, we use Hamiltonian Monte
Carlo (HMC) sampling [26], which is a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method. Stan

software [27] is used for HMC sampling in this thesis.
In Section 4.1, we present the GP-based model for unknown fouling map estimation.

17
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Section 4.2 illustrates the methodology to calculate the B matrix, which presents the prop-
agation paths on unraveled pipe surface maps. Section 4.3 and Section 4.4, we demonstrate
the details of the models for two different observations respectively. Section 4.5 parses an
introduction to HMC and Stan software.

4.1 GP-based model for Fouling localization
We assume that unknown distribution of fouling follows a Gaussian Process prior f(x) ∼
GP (0, K), so that f(x) indicates the amount and the location of the fouling at a 2D coordi-
nates. The amount of fouling on the pipe surface is a smoothly varying function of GP prior.
A collection of the evaluations in the fouling vector follow a multivariate normal distribution.
Its mean function is 0 and its covariance is controlled by a kernel function K(x, x′) [9]. We
selected RBF kernel as the covariance function with length-scale l, which is denoted by:

K(x, x′) = σ2exp(−d(x, x′)2

2l2
) (4.1)

The kernel function offers a smoothly varying prior for the fouling reconstruction. The length-
scale l, variance σ2 control the smoothness and noise. The d(x, x′) represents the distance of
x and x′.

The distance function is used to present pipe surface geometry on the unraveled pipe
surface map, which means that need to wrap the map around the edges and calculate the
distance on the true cylinder structure. For the x and x′ in fouling vector c correspond to
(i1, j1) and (i2, j2) on the map geometry F(n,m), and the distance function as follows:

dx(x, x′) = ||i1 − i2||

dy(x, x′) = min(||j1 − j2||, ||m − (j1 − j2)||)

d(x, x′) =
√

d2
x(x, x′) + d2

y(x, x′).

(4.2)

For the Experiments in Chapter 5, we use the 2d distance formula as the distance
function, since the wrapping geometry is not essential for those experiments:

d(x, x′) =
√

||i1 − i2||2 + ||j1 − j2||2. (4.3)

None of the fouling simulations in experiments crosses the edges, so the distance function
change has no influence to the final results.

After deriving the mean and kernel function, it is possible to sample the fouling vector
c by setting:

z ∼ N(0, I)

K = LLT

c = µ + Lz.

(4.4)

where c is the fouling map vector from sampling, L is the Cholesky decomposition of the
kernel function and z ∼ N(0, I). This is known as reparametrization, and it help to generate
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of the fouling prior distribution with and without non-negativity constraints.
Without non-negativity constraint, a large area of the fouling is negative (upper). Non-negativity
constraint helps generate positive fouling distributions. Note that the sub-graphs have different color
scales.

non-uniform samples by transforming some basic distributions, which is useful in sampling
[9, 28].

Fouling is always positive, but the fouling function f(x) as explained, can generate
negative values. Hence we apply a non-negativity constraint by using sigmoid-transformation
function g(.) for fouling map before integrating the fouling along the path trajectory. The
amount of fouling on a pipe surface is naturally non-negative. Here we use the sigmoid
function g(.) for transforming the fouling into non-negative. Sigmoid denoted by:

f(x) ∼ GP (µ, K)

g(f(x)) = 1
1 + exp(−f(x))

(4.5)

Figure 4.1 gives an example of how the non-negativity constraint help to represent
the fouling distributions. All the plots identify a flattened pipe surface that wraps around
the edges. We draw 4 samples from the fouling prior distribution with no constraints, as
f(x) in Equation 4.5 (l=3, m = n =20), and also draw another 4 samples from the same
distribution with non-negativity constraint. It is obvious that a large area of the fouling
is negative without non-negativity constraint, whereas with non-negativity constraint, the
fouling become positive. Non-negativity helps generate positive fouling distributions.

4.2 Build up inter-trace matrix B
We present the known geometry in pixel-level. With the given pipe diameter d and the axial
distance L between TX and RX, we can obtain the geometry of a flatten pipe (L × 2πd),
referring to 4.2. Assume that the geometry is divided into a n × m grid structure, and each
grid cell is the smallest unit we discuss. In view of the computational resources and real-world
experimental setups, the smallest unit of experiments in this thesis is always 1 cm × 1 cm.
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Figure 4.2: Four trajectory examples based on matrix B. The size of the grids is (30,19). The
TX coordinate is on the bottom left corner of the Figure and RX coordinate is on the middle right.
Direct path signifies wave propagation directly from TX to RX. The up and down paths correspond
to trajectories propagating clockwise and counterclockwise(from the TX side), respectively.

Then we propose F (n, m) to present the coordinates on flatten map geometry. For example,
(i, j) assigns the unit that is the ith on x-axis and jth on y-axis. F (n, m) can help formulate
the mapping vector d ∈ R(m∗n). The vector d can be reshaped to a matrix D ∈ Rm×n to
present pipe map.

The known geometry of wave propagation trajectories can be denoted by path matrix
B ∈ ZNpath×(m∗n)

{0,1} . The matrix B can calculated with path finder function fpathF inder from
given TX and RX locations, number of paths that we consider in one measurement and the
grid size. Thus the notation:

B = fpathF inder(TX, RX, Npath, F (n, m)) (4.6)

where fpathF inder is the function to find the propagation trajectories and present them on the
unraveled pixel-level pipe surface map. The function consists of two steps. The first step is
to calculate the helical trajectories from TX to RX, and the second step is to form a close
approximation from trajectory lines to the pixel points in the grids of the unraveled pipe
surface. The paths are stored as bitmaps, whether they go through the pixel or not, 1 for
true and 0 for false. Bresenham’s line algorithm [29] is applied in fpathF inder.

The elements in matrix B represent the specified trajectory passes through the corre-
sponding unit with 1, or not with 0. Matrix B can be regarded as a combination of Npath

different vector b ∈ Z(m∗n){0,1} . The propagation trajectories can be visually demonstrated
via b reshaping into (m × n). Figure 4.2 shows four examples of trajectories from matrix B.

The fouling geometry is defined by fouling vector c ∈ R(m∗n), and the elements in c
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Figure 4.3: Two examples of calculating fouling accumulation for paths. The Figure shows paths
(left), fouling maps (middle) and how the paths go across the fouling (right). The top right figure
illustrates the trajectory passes through 8 pixels, and the bottom right figure demonstrates the trajec-
tory passes around 7.5 pixels. The accumulation can be calculated via matrix-vector multiplication.

represent the amount of the fouling in corresponding unit. The accumulated fouling for each
path can be computed through matrix-vector product of Bc ∈ RNpath . Figure 4.3 illustrates
how to obtain the accumulated fouling based on the matrix-vector multiplication.

4.3 GP-based model with binary observations
The binary observations represent whether the particular path is going through the fouling
or not. The GPR model in Chapter 3 introduces a method to obtain the observations from
measurements, and hence we here explain how those observations can be used for estimating
the unknown fouling distribution.

For the binary observations {yn} ∈ Zn
{0,1}, we model using Gaussian process with sam-

pling outputs θ through inverse logit link function and Bernoulli distribution. The logit link
function are utilized to map linear predictions of fouling accumulations along the path tra-
jectory in (−∞, ∞) to probability values in (0, 1). The Bernoulli distribution describes the
probability of getting success in a trail on the probability and extend the latent variable GP
to deal with classification problems. The complete model specification is thus:

z ∼ N(0, I)

K = LLT

c = µ + Lz

θ = Bg(c)

α ∼ N(0, 1)

y ∼ Bernoulli(logit−1(θ + α))

(4.7)

The variables θ is the fouling accumulation prediction along the trajectories. And α is the
bias term, which is included to encode the prior knowledge in Bernoulli likelihood. If α is
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large, it is assumed that there are large amount of fouling on the pipe. And if α is small,
there will be relative small fouling on the pipe surface in the assumption. The proper α can
help improve fouling reconstruction accuracy. We do not have a strong prior assumption, so
we set α following a standard normal distribution N(0, 1).

4.4 GP-based model with positive continuous ob-
servations

The positive continuous observations represent the fouling accumulation of each paths. As-
sume that we have an advanced path predictor as the model h(x). Comparing to the GPR
model, the model h(x) can help to gain the fouling over the path trajectories. We are also
developing GP-based models for precise positive continuous data.

For those inputs {yn} ∈ Rn
≥0, we model the outputs using Gaussian Process through

Normal distribution. The complete model specification is thus

z ∼ N(0, I)

K = LLT

c = µ + Lz

θ = Bg(c)

y ∼ N(θ, σ2)

(4.8)

where σ2 is the variance parameter for the observations. With the help of Cholesky-
parameterized GP in the simulation, our likelihood is now N-dimensional independent uni-
variate normal, which is much more efficient than multi-variate normal distribution with an
identity covariance matrix multiplied by a complicate covariance matrix.

4.5 Hamiltonian Monte Carlo sampling
Hamiltonian Monte Carlo(HMC) is a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling method.
The goal of HMC is to draw samples from a density function p(θ). With the given data
y, the density function can be a Bayesian posterior p(θ|y). HMC uses the derivatives of
density functions to generate efficient transitions spanning the posterior [30]. HMC utilizes
an approximate Hamiltonian dynamics simulation on numerical integration and correct them
via performing a Metropolis acceptance step [31]. Comparing to Random Walk Metropolis
and the Gibbs samplers, HMC eliminates the random walk behavior.

We use the Stan interface in Python to perform Bayesian inference for GP hyperpa-
rameters in this thesis. Stan is a software for statistical modeling and computation[27]. The
MCMC algorithms used in Stan is HMC. Rather than programming the whole Bayesian infer-
ence from scratch, we only need to write the model in the Stan programming language. Our
Stan implementation and statistical models are added at the end of this thesis as Appendix
A.



5. Experiments & Results

In this Chapter, we conduct several experiments and present their results. In Section 5.1, we
apply the Gaussian Process Regression model in Chapter 3 to predict the binary observations
based on the signal attenuation. In Section 5.2 and Section 5.3, we focus on using the GP-
based fouling localization model with binary inputs in Chapter 4 to predict the unknown
fouling map. In these two sections, we discuss how the number of measurements at different
TX locations effect the accuracy, as well as if our results are robust to the possibility that
the observations might not be incorrect. In Section 5.4, we compare two cases when the
observations are binary inputs and continuous positive numbers. In Section 5.5, we introduce
a solution to the fouling localization problem in the equipment in our laboratory, which is
a real world case. The general settings and the placements of TXs for all the experiments
are illustrated and the sketch maps for the unraveled pipe are also given separately in each
Section.

5.1 Can we use GPR to detect the fouled paths?
Experiment 1 aims to illustrate the feasibility of GPR algorithm for fouled path detection.
Here we start with artificial signal samples for a simple geometry, and then apply the model
for real signals collected in laboratory settings.

5.1.1 Artificial signals

We assume that the waves are propagating on a pipe structure, which is 30 cm on axial and
6 cm on diameter. The coordinates of TX and RX are fixed. The TX1 and RX in Figure 5.7
present the transducer relations on a flattened pipe map.

Another assumption of artificial signals for clean structures is that wave propagation
and signal collection are both in ideal conditions. We assume that all the waves propagate
on the pipe surface with a same velocity, so the signals’ arrival times can be inferred by the
distance they traveled. For recording, we assume that we can collect clear signals, in which
the first nine helical paths can be resolved easily. The first nine waves correspond up to the
fifth order helical trajectories (1 direct path + 2 * 4 helical paths). And the wave decay is
also ideal, which only depends on the distance it traveled. The signal attenuation is only
depended on the propagation distance. Some other characteristics of ultrasonic waves, such as
frequency, are not considered in this Artificial signal simulation. Based on these assumptions,
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we simulate each signal as the products of a Gaussian packet and a cosine wave, which is
presented below:

li =
√

||x1 − x2||2 + ||i ∗ 2πr + y1 − y2||2

ti = li
vg

γi = e
(1− li

l0
)

ωt ∼ N(0, ϵ2)

Fi(t) = Ae( t−ti
2σ

)2
cos(2πft + θ) + ωt

Ei(t) = fenvelope(γiFi(t))

S(t) =
i=4∑

i=−4
Ei(t)

(5.1)

where the variables are presented as follows. i is the order of helical paths, and 0 refers to
the direct path from TX to RX. Positive orders and negative orders demonstrate the helical
paths propagating clockwise and counter-clockwise, respectively. Here li denotes propagation
distance of each trajectory, vg is the group velocity of the wave, ti is the estimated arrival
time for each trajectory, γi is the attenuation parameter. We define the distance of the
direct trajectory as the standard distance, the longer propagation distance, the more signal
attention for the helical paths experience. ωt is a white noise with variance ϵ2. F (t) is the
wave function, consisting of a Gaussian packet and a cosine wave. In the Gaussian packet,
A denotes the amplitude, and σ denotes the standard deviation. In the cosine wave, f is
the frequency and θ is the phase. E(t) is the envelope of the wave F (t), where we use the
Hilbert transform to compute the analytic signal [32]. We take Signal.hilbert function in
the Python library Scipy for the simulation [33]. Finally, we add all the envelopes together
and then get the simulated signals.

Figure 5.1 gives an example of the artificial signals (left). The signal is an overlay of 9
waves. The waves’ amplitude gets smaller the farther they travel. We also add a white noise
as observation errors. In order to make full use of the information in the waves, we calculate
the signal envelopes. The envelopes of a signal are the boundary within which the signal is
contained [34]. The right graph of Figure 5.1 is a example of the signal envelopes, which are
used for training the GPR model.

For the fouled signal, we assume that the wave signal would have a significant atten-
uation. The conditions of TX, RX and the pipe remain the same, and we add a Blu Tack
fouling on the outer surface of the pipe. Figure 5.7 presents the location and the size of
the fouling is just like. Based on the wave propagation and geometry, we can find there
are 4 trajectories pass through the fouling: the first, fourth counterclockwise paths, and the
second, third clockwise paths. We assume that these four fouled wave experience significant
attenuation, whereas the other waves remain the same. So the wave function in Equation 5.1
can be written as:
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Figure 5.1: An artificial signal simulation for a clean structure (left). The envelope of the artificial
signal, which is used for training the model (right).

Figure 5.2: An fouled artificial signal simulation (left). The envelope of a clean signal and a fouled
signal (right).

Fi(t) =

 Ae( t−ti
2σ

)2
cos(2πft + θ) + ωt (if clean),

0.8∗Ae( t−ti
2σ

)2
cos(2πft + θ) + ωt (if fouled).

(5.2)

Figure 5.2 gives examples of fouled signal on the left, and the fouled signal envelope
comparing to the signal envelope from the clean structure. We can see that the second, fifth,
seventh and eighth peaks of the fouled signal envelope have a decrease against the clean ones.

We simulate five "clean signals" with identical TX and RX coordinates as the training
data set. The only difference of the "clean signals" is the white noise which can be regarded
as the error in collections. Then we simulate a collection of the "fouled signal" with the same
TX and RX coordinates as the clean signals’ setup. The "fouled signal" serves as an example
of the GPR-based fouled path predictor.

5.1.2 Results

We generate 5 signal collections on the clean structure as the training dataset. Figure 5.3
shows the GPR model fitting with artificial signals on the clean structure. We present the
signal mean function on time index, as the ȳ∗t mentioned in Section 3.1, as well as the
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Figure 5.3: Fit the GPR model with artificial signals on the clean structure. the mean µ and the
95% confidence interval for each time point are plotted. The black stars refer to the samples from one
training set.

standard deviation from var(y∗t) in Section 3.1 as
√

var(y∗t). The blue line in figure refers to
the mean function and the light blue area is the 95% confidence interval, ȳ∗t ±1.96

√
var(y∗t).

The black stars present some samples from the training dataset as comparison.
Figure 5.4 present the GPR-based path prediction results. The upper graph in Figure

5.4 compares the trained GPR model with artificial signals collected on a fouled structure.
Red stars show the envelope of a fouled signal. The arrows identify the theoretical arrival
time of the waves and its colors represent whether they pass the fouling or not: red for
true and black for false.The numbers close to arrows identify the helical path order and
propagation directions. Visually we can observe that the signals corresponding to fouled
trajectories experience a great drop, their peak is smaller than those from the clean ones.
The lower graph in Figure 5.4 shows the anomaly score on each time point. The anomaly
score is calculated via the log-probability on each time point. The graph illustrates that
there are four distinct time periods, in which the anomaly score decreases dramatically to a
minimum and then goes back to normal fluctuations around (-5,0). The scores are extremely
lower than the threshold value here, which is -7. Referring to the red arrows, those time
periods are directly corresponding to the arrival time of the fouled waves. Thus, we can
identify the fouled waves based on these abnormal scores. For the clean wave trajectories
that do not pass the fouling, the anomaly scores are in normal fluctuation. Hence we can
conclude that the path predictor using GPR model is feasible on the artificial signals.

However, the artificial signals are in very ideal conditions. Next we care about the
performance of this methods dealing with the actual data collected in laboratory.
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Figure 5.4: The GPR-based path predictor with clean signal and fouled signal, artificial data (upper);
Anomaly scores for the fouling data on time-series(lower); The arrows identify the estimated arrival
time of the helical paths and its colors represent whether they pass the fouling or not: red for true and
black for false. The numbers close to arrows identify the helical path order and propagation directions

5.1.3 Application in actual signals

Here we use some signals from our physics lab to evaluate the performance of the path
predictor using GPR. The physicists are still working on getting more data at this stage, so
we pick some signals collected from their experiments during April,2022 as a simple example.

We begin with presenting the experimental setups in Figure 5.5. The TX and RX is
on the two sides of the pipe, and they have an angle θ = π. The wave is emitted on the left
from the transducer and collected by the receiver on the right. Due to the angle θ = π, we
only need to consider the paths on one side, because the trajectories that rotate in opposite
directions become symmetric. The propagation trajectories are shown in colored lines.

The physicists first collect signals on the clean structure. The collections are repeated
five times, and each time contains 5 sweeps. Then a square Blu Tack fouling, which is 2 cm *
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Figure 5.5: Path geometry, experiemtnal setups at our lab.

2 cm with 2 mm in thickness, is attached on the outer surface of the pipe. The location of the
fouling is shown as the pink rectangle in Figure 5.5. The third, fourth and fifth trajectories
are going through the fouling. For each fouling, five repeated measurements were made by
the physicists.

After pre-processing, we train our GPR-based model with 25 samples from the clean
structure. And one signal from the fouled pipe is used for model evaluation. The results are
demonstrated in the upper graph of Figure 5.6. Similarly with the results from the artificial
signals, the mean values and the 95% confidence interval are plotted in blue line and light
blue area respectively. The confidence interval is not so clear, because the values might be
relatively small. The envelopes of fouled signals are presented in red stars. We also plot one
sample from the clean signal in black stars for comparison.

In contrast to the first two signals, the following signals experience an obvious atten-
uation, which follows the fouling geometry, that the third, fourth and fifth trajectories are
going through the fouling. However, the helical paths are not clearly resolved in this graph.
We cannot correspond the helical paths to the correct envelopes from our GPR-based models
alone. An example is the envelope appears around time point 410. The anomaly score graph
in Figure 5.6 present the attenuation in a numerical way. In the grey dashed rectangle, there
are three valleys of the abnormal scores during the period from the third signal’s arrival, to
the fifth, corresponding to the third, fourth and fifth three "fouled paths". We can conclude
naively that our GPR-model can predict the fouled paths in some real-world cases. But the
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Figure 5.6: Compare the GPR-based path predictor with clean signal and fouled signal, data col-
lected in physics lab (upper); Anomaly scores for the fouling data on time-series(lower).

real-world cases are still complicated and not all the signals from the "fouled paths" can show
such sharp drops in anomaly scores. Various reasons can affect to the prediction, involving
the observation error, the fouling size, other factors that hinder the wave propagation, etc.
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We hope to make more comprehensive evaluations for path predictors with joint effort with
the physicists.

Base on the experiments, we can summarize that, even though the GPR-based path
predictor is not perfect with high accuracy in detection, it can still be used to predict fouled
path and outcome binary observation in some simple and ideal cases. Next we concern about
how to accurately estimate the fouling distribution map.

5.2 How does the localization accuracy depend on
the number of TXs?

Experiment 2 aims to demonstrate the relations between the localization accuracy and the
number of input observations of the GP-based fouling localization model. We only consider
fouling overlaps with up to 5th order helical trajectories and the RX is fixed in our setups.
Therefore the number of inputs hinges on the number of TXs. In Experiment 2, we set the
same fouling for all the groups, and compare the accuracy of the model with 1,2,4,6,8,16
TX(s) as inputs.

5.2.1 Experimental setup

Assume that in each measurement, signal is from a TX emitter along the pipe circumference
and a single RX is picking up the outputs. Here in Experiment 2, we consider the fouling
reconstruction results from one single measurement to sixteen measurements from different
TX coordinates.

For Experiment 2, the schematic spatial layout of TXs, RX and fouling on a unwrapped
pipe map is presented in Figure 5.7. The pipe is 6 cm in diameter and the initial TX-RX
axial distance is 30 cm. The TX placements have 4 radial options, varying the angle θ) =
1/4 π, 3/8 π, -1/4 π, -3/8 π ( we define counterclockwise as positive), and 4 axial options,
varying the interval ∆x = 1.3 cm , totally 16 distinct positions. We will refer to these TXs
simply as Laser 1,2,3,...,16, so that 1 Laser is the measurement from the 1st TX location
in Figure 5.7, 2 Lasers is the measurements from the 1st and the 2nd TXs, and so on, 16
Lasers is the measurements from all the TXs. The grey rectangle in Figure 5.7 is a 5 cm *
5 cm Blu Tack fouling. The distance of the fouling to RX is from 7 cm to 12 cm.

As is illustrated in Section 5.1, fouling overlaps with up to 5th order helical trajectories
are considered and we assume that both clockwise and counterclockwise propagating waves
can be resolved. We plot some GW propagating trajectories in Figure 5.7. In Experiment 1,
we have presented the GPR anomaly detection method to figure out whether the particular
path is going through the fouling or not. Here we define the observations as 1 if a path passes
through the fouling, and as 0 if not. So each measurement gives n = (2∗npath −1) = 9 inputs
{yn} ∈ Zn

{0,1}.
Based on the expert knowledge and our equipment, we apply 1cm * 1cm as the smallest

unit and pixelate the unwrapped pipe as a 30 * 19 grid. With the coordinates of TX and
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Figure 5.7: A unraveled pipe map with coordinates of TXs, RX, Blu Tack fouling and GW propa-
gation trajectories. The TXs from 1-16 are the location of emitter in each measurement. RX is the
pick up point. The Blu Tack fouling is the grey rectangle. The solid lines refer to the direct path
and the ′up′ propagating waves, the dashed lines indicate the ′down′ propagating waves. The task is
to compare the fouling reconstruction performance based on binary inputs from different amounts of
measurements.

RX, the geometry of the trajectories and the fouling can be presented on the pixel level.
Figure 5.8 takes the TX1 as an example of the trajectory indications, including 6 out of 9
trajectories pass through the fouling. So here the binary observations can be regraded as
{0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1}.

Similarly, other observations can be made from measurements. The binary observations
are the inputs of the GP-based fouling localization model in Chapter 4. We also assume the
GP prior here, with the same kernel function K (σ = 1, l = 3). We then sample the GP
hyper-parameters using HMC. The simulation is built in Stan programming language.

5.2.2 Results

Figure 5.9 compares the reconstructed fouling map with observations from 1 Laser, 2 Lasers,
4 Lasers, 8 Lasers and 16 Lasers, 6 different settings. The fouling map is presented by the
mean values of the posterior distributions, as is shown on the left side of the figure. We also
present the standard deviation as a distribution map on the middle. The synthetic fouling is
presented on the right side as a ground truth.

It is obvious that more data can lead to higher accuracy of the fouling reconstructions.
For direct comparison, the fouling reconstructions on the left column are plotted with colorbar
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Figure 5.8: Trajectory indications on pixel level of TX1 and RX. The trajectories are in blue and
the fouling is in green. The yellow pixels refer to the parts where the trajectories pass through the
fouling

scale 0-1, which is the same as the fouling ground truth. We can hardly figure out the
reconstructed fouling with one or two lasers. For 4 lasers, a vague fouling can be observed on
the bottom right corner of the unwrapped pipe. All the observations from 6,8 and 16 lasers
can reconstruct the approximate fouling, which is similar in size and location to the ground
truth. Visually, the accuracy is also increasing from 6 lasers to 16.

In the middle column of Figure 5.9, we plot the standard deviation (std) on each unit
in fouling reconstruction. The standard deviations present the dispersion of reconstruction
samples on each unit. The plotting scale is adaptive for each reconstruction, from 0 to the
largest std. From the colorbars, we can observe that measurements can help reduce the
variance, reconstruction with 16 measurements has the least standard deviation. For those
relatively accurate fouling estimation, the edge parts of the reconstructed fouling have higher
standard deviations. The units on the corner of the fouling reconstruction map are likely to
have high standard deviation, which might result from that these areas are not traversed by
trajectories.

Figure 5.10 illustrates the mean squared error (MSE) between the fouling reconstruction
and the fouling setting ground truth, which is a numerical explanation for the reconstruction
accuracy in the Figure 5.9. The equation to calculate the MSE is presented as follows:

MSE = 1
n

n∑
i=1

(zi − ẑi)2 (5.3)
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Figure 5.9: GP reconstructed fouling map using the binary observations from 1,2,4,6,8,16 measure-
ments(left, from upper to lower), Standard deviation of the fouling reconstruction (middle, from upper
to lower), simulated fouling on the unwrapped pipe map (right)

where n is the total number of pixel-level units, zi is the value of fouling ground truth in each
unit, and ẑi is the fouling estimation in each unit.

With the number of lasers increases from 1 to 8, the MSE values have a sharp decline
from 0.07 to around 0.02. From 8 lasers to 16 lasers, the MSE also descends but much more
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Figure 5.10: Mean squared error analysis on GP reconstructed fouling map of measurements on 1,
2, 4, 6, 8, 16 different TX locations

steadily.
We can hence conclude that more than 8 measurements with different TX locations

can reconstruct the fouling map in a reasonable accuracy. In the following experiments, we
set 8 as the default number of TX.

5.3 Is it robust to errors in the GPR detector?

Experiment 3 targets to evaluate the robustness of our GP-based fouling localization model.
As is mentioned in Section 5.1, GPR-based path predictor might make mistakes in the de-
tection. So is our model robust to the errors in the GPR detector? If yes, to what extend
our fouling localization model can bear the inaccuracy in the path detector? Experiment 3
is to solve these research questions.

According to Experiment 2, here we use 8 measurements from locations TX1 to TX8
in Figure 5.7. Each measurement give 9 binary observations as inputs. So totally we have
72 observations for fouling reconstructions. The setups for the fouling and pipe geometry
remain the same as the those in Experiment 2.

For simulating errors in the detection step, we randomly change a number of correct
binary observations into wrong ones, from 1 to 0 or from 0 to 1. The we reconstruct the
fouling map using the observations with errors. To simulate the worst case scenario, for each
time we select different numbers of errors, we repeat 5 attempts and calculate the mean and
the variance of the MSE value.

Figure 5.11 demonstrates the robustness of our fouling localization model. The first
row represents five fouling map reconstructions using observations that do not contain errors.
The second to sixth rows indicate the five fouling map reconstructions after we randomly
change 1-5 observation(s). The rightmost column lists the simulated fouling we set for a
reference.

As is shown, our fouling localization model can bear two errors among 72 observations.
All the results from one error can suggest the correct location and size of the fouling. The
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Figure 5.11: Robustness Test for GP reconstructed fouling map using the binary observations from 8
measurements. The erroneous observations are generated randomly. The reconstructed fouling maps
from no error to 6 wrong observation points are presented (from upper to lower), simulated fouling
on the unwrapped pipe map is also listed as a reference (right)

results from two errors can indicate the location of the fouling, but the reconstructed fouling
become more fuzzy and smaller than the ones from one error or no error. Only one result
from three errors can have a vague outline of the fouling at the correct location, but the
remaining 4 results cannot make any prediction. For the reconstructed fouling map from
four, five and six errors, it is obvious that our model is down.

Figure 5.12 gives a numerical analysis of the accuracy with the mean and 95% confidence
interval of the MSE among the attempts. 5 attempts from no error observations have no
confidence interval because they use exactly the same inputs. The MSE is slowly increase
from one error to two errors. There are even possibilities for fouling reconstruction from one
error to two errors to get smaller MSE than those from no error. From two errors to three
errors, the MSE value increases dramatically. And the MSE value goes steadily over three,
four and five errors, which indicates that our model cannot solve the reconstruction problem
with so many errors.

Thus, the expected accuracy for the binary path predictors should be (72-2)/72, approx-
imately 97.2%. To validate this accuracy, we also make the experiments for measurements
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Figure 5.12: Mean squared error analysis for Robustness Test

Figure 5.13: Robustness Test for GP reconstructed fouling map using the binary observations from
16 measurements. The erroneous observations are generated randomly. The reconstructed fouling
maps from no error to 10 wrong observation points are presented (from upper to lower), simulated
fouling on the unwrapped pipe map is also listed as a reference (right)

from 16 different laser locations (TX1 - TX16 in Figure 5.7). As is shown in the Figure 5.13,
the model can tolerate around four errors among total 144 observations and give reasonable
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Figure 5.14: Two fouling observation formats

reconstructions. Here the accuracy is around (144-4)/144, which indicates again that 97.2%
accuracy would be needed in practical use.

To warp up, Experiment 3 illustrates that a successful fouling reconstruction requires
our binary path detector to achieve 97% in accuracy. The 97% of the accuracy is for a worst
case scenarios, and there is no attempt was done to improve robustness at this stage.

5.4 How much improvement we can get for the lo-
calization model if precise positive continuous
observations can be estimated?

Assume that we can have an advanced path predictor, which can provide precise observations
for the fouling accumulation over trajectories. Figure 5.14 shows the diffrence of the two
fouling observation formats. Rather than a binary output with yes and no, the positive
continuous observations can present the fouling accumulation over trajectories in positive
continuous real numbers, {yn} ∈ Rn

≥0. How much improvement we can get such inputs?
Experiment 4 focuses on comparing performance between two different kinds of ob-

servations. We use more complicated fouling in shapes and quantities for the evaluation.
The measurements for both cases are the same, for 8 different locations (TX1 - TX8 in Fig-
ure 5.7), whereas the format of observations are binary or positive continuous observations
respectively.

Figure 5.15 represents the two synthetic fouling in Experiment 4. An ’L’ flip horizontal
is on the left, and it targets to evaluate the feasibility of reconstructing fouling shapes. The
fouling on the right are designed to simulate the real- world fouling, which are thick at
the center and thin at around. We define the thickest unit of the fouling as 1. For the
binary observations, we set the threshold value 2. The binary observations become if the
fouling accumulations along the trajectory is larger than 2, and else 0. The GP-based fouling
localization models for both two input formats have been introduced in Chapter 4. Here we
use the same RBF kernel function for both models, with l =3.0. The continuous observations’
error here is σ = 2.0.

Figure 5.16 and 5.17 compare the two models’ performance of locating complex fouling
shape. Figure 5.16 demonstrates that the binary input model can give us a good estimate
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Figure 5.15: Simulated fouling on the unraveled pipe map of Experiment(#4). An ’L’ Flip Horizontal
fouling (left) and simulated-real-world fouling, multiple fouling which are thick at center and thin at
around (right)

Figure 5.16: GP reconstructed fouling map using the binary observations from 8 measurements(left),
Standard deviation of the fouling reconstruction (middle) , simulated fouling on the unwrapped pipe
map (right)

of the location and the size of the fouling, while it cannot predict the exact shape of the
fouling. We can see that in Figure 5.17, the protruding part on the top right of the fouling
is detected. It illustrates that the positive continuous input model allows us to locate the
fouling with complicated shapes.

Figure 5.18 and 5.19 compare the two models’ performance of locating fouling that
occurs in real life. In real world, we always multiple fouling on a same pipe, and fouling
is always distributed as the being thick at the center and gradually decreasing to around.
Figure 5.18 shows that the binary input model cannot estimate the exact locations of the
both amounts of fouling. While in Figure 5.17, the locations and the sizes of the fouling
are estimated accurately. It illustrates that the positive continuous input model have much
better performance to locate fouling that occurs in real life.

In Experiment 4, we clarify the improvement of using positive continuous observations.
Even though it is no doubt that precise inputs can make our methods a great progress in
accuracy and practicality, the breakthrough in locating complicated fouling modes via positive
continuous observations can still motivate us developing reliable path predictors for fouling
accumulation along trajectories.

The reliable path predictors can be built with supervised machine learning methods,
such as convolutional neural networks, based on the signal collections and labels from the
physics side. We are exploring them, whereas those methods are not in this thesis. Later
we also study the robustness of our model to the errors from those path predictors based on
supervised machine learning methods.
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Figure 5.17: GP reconstructed fouling map using the positive continuous observations from 8 mea-
surements(left), Standard deviation of the fouling reconstruction (middle) , simulated fouling on the
unwrapped pipe map (right)

Figure 5.18: GP reconstructed fouling map using the binary observations from 8 measurements(left),
Standard deviation of the fouling reconstruction (middle) , simulated fouling on the unwrapped pipe
map (right)

Figure 5.19: GP reconstructed fouling map using the positive continuous observations from 8 mea-
surements(left), Standard deviation of the fouling reconstruction (middle) , simulated fouling on the
unwrapped pipe map (right)

5.5 Is use our fouling reconstruction model feasible
to real world applications?

One of our motivations is to design a fouling detection and localization system. In Section
5.1, we illustrate that GPR model can detect some fouled paths from the actual signals. The
conclusion in Section 5.2 demonstrates that 8 measurements in different laser locations allow
us to estimate the unknown fouling map in a reasonable accuracy. To demonstrate a complete
monitoring system, we should clarify how our GP-based model with binary inputs perform
to reconstruct fouling in a real-world problem. Here we use our device as an example. The
introduction of our device is in Chapter 2.

Experiment 5 aims to reconstruct fouling with binary inputs in our device setups. We
start with the experimental setup introduction and then present the reconstruction results.
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Figure 5.20: Trajectory indications of TX and RX in our device setups.

5.5.1 Experimental setup

The RX and pipe of our device is fixed. At the same time, the angle of TX and RX is also
fixed at π. With the angle at π, the trajectories that rotate in opposite directions become
symmetric, and two symmetric trajectories always arrive the RX at the same time. In such
conditions, we can clearly resolve the first five waves arrive RX. Based on the path predictor,
such as GPR-based predictor, we can obtain five binary observations in each measurement.

We can only adjust the axial location of TXs in this setup. Figure 5.20 present the the
schematic spatial layout of TXs, RX and fouling on the unwrapped pipe map of our device.
The pipe is 6 cm in diameter and the initial TX-RX axial distance is from 31 to 35 cm. TX
has 9 axial options, varying the interval ∆x = 0.5 cm. The grey rectangle in 5.20 is a 4 cm
* 4 cm Blu Tack fouling. The closest distance of the fouling to RX is 7 cm.

Here we only consider trajectory rotating on one direction. Because we assume that
the fouling can only appear in the area between the dashed lines and each signal we collect
contains two symmetric waves. Some wave propagation trajectories from TX to RX are
plotted on Figure 5.20.

We assume that we can get all the binary observations with no error. With 9 TX
locations and 5 observations per measurement, we can have 45 observations for the fouling
reconstruction.

5.5.2 Results

The estimated fouling map is presented in Figure 5.21. The figure illustrates that, we are
able to reconstruct the fouling for our device setups within 45 accurate observations. Thus,
this model is able to make fouling localization for our devices. To wrap up, we present a
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systematic approach from the raw signal to fouling map reconstruction. Experiment 5 proves
the models’ availability to real-world applications.
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Figure 5.21: Fouling Reconstruction results in real world applications. GP reconstructed fouling
map using the binary observations from 9 measurements(upper), Standard deviation of the fouling
reconstruction (lower) , simulated fouling on the unwrapped pipe map (middle)



6. Conclusion

The fouling accumulation within inner surfaces of pipe structures is a common problem in
many industries and the cleaning is always costly [35]. Detecting fouling accumulation in
structures can help optimize ultrasonic fouling removal procedures [36]. Nowadays, the use
of ultrasonic guided waves is regraded as a reliable technology for detection and related
machine learning approaches has been studied [1, 35]. In this thesis, we propose a fouling
detection and localization system for pipe structures using Gaussian Process approaches.

The aim of this thesis involves two-fold. First, to develop an ultrasonic fouling detection
and localization system for pipe structures. The system consists of two parts, including a
path predictor and a fouling localization. We introduce a GPR-based path predictor and GP-
based fouling reconstruction models. And second, to study the performance of our system
with several research questions.

The first aim is successful in the sense that we analyse the modeling background and
propose a detection and localization system. The full data pipeline is presented. The the-
oretical backgrounds and technical details for both the GPR-based path predictor and the
GP-based fouling reconstruction model are demonstrated in this thesis. The system makes
full use of GP modeling. In the GPR-based path predictor, Gaussian process regression
helps to calculate the uncertainty of the boundary between the fouled and clean paths. In
the GP-based fouling reconstruction model, f(x) with the kernel function K is a GP prior
distribution for the fouling, and the kernel function K controls the noise and smoothness of
the fouling. GPs are an active research field, and our thesis illustrates GPs can be widely
implemented in practice and meaningful usage in real-world problems.

The second aim goes well. The Experiments & Results Chapter summarizes five ex-
periments carried out based on the research questions. For the path predictor, we show the
feasibility of the GPR-based model via synthetic data and real-world signals. For the foul-
ing localization, we evaluate the reconstruction model in its accuracy, robustness and usage.
Our main findings are as follows. First, GPR-based path predictor is available to detect
the fouled paths, but the detection performance for real-world signals can still be improved.
Second, with several measurements in different TX locations, the fouling localization can
make accurate fouling reconstruction. Unfortunately, relatively high accuracy of the GPR-
based path predictor is required. In our experiments, we show that unless the accuracy is
achieved higher than 97%, the accuracy of the localization drops significantly. Third, posi-
tive continuous observations from supervised path predictors can improve the reconstruction
performance, especially complicated fouling conditions. Finally, the system has accessibility
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to real-world applications.
We suggest that there could be more experiments for the model evaluation. In partic-

ular, more experiments with real-world signals should be carried out. Our models have been
proven the good performance to synthetic inputs, how our models react to various real-world
signals and how we adjust our model for those signals could be focused in the future. Another
point is our robustness test. In Experiment 3, we only present the robustness test for worst
case scenarios, whereas the possibilities for binary path predictions being incorrect during
the signal collection are not identical. We could further selecting paths that more likely to
have wrong predictions for robustness test. The robustness test for positive continuous ob-
servations can also be designed in the near future. Moreover, more experiments towards our
current device setups could be done for researches.

One of the limitations of our system comes from the device. First, we cannot always
collect signals that resolve the first few paths clearly due to the device conditions. The
GPR-based path predictor needs signals with clear helical paths for the binary observations.
Second, the signal collections are time-consuming and cumbersome. The physicists control all
the variables, including the temperature, vibrations, etc. for each collection. The collections
are also supposed to be repeated to avoid the observation error. The supervised learning
path predictors, which is not introduced in this thesis, require massive signals and fouling
location labels for training the model. The collections can hinder the modeling process of our
supervised learning path predictors. Also, our device use non-contact weak lasers inducing
weak signals. The overall accuracy could be improved by using stronger lasers on contact
transducers, e.g. studies in [1].

Personally, I think some other inferring methods can be implemented in the GP-based
fouling localization. The computational efficiency is not our focus in this thesis, but we should
take the efficiency into consideration for a real-time detector in the future. In this thesis,
we use HMC via the stan platform, which is a common but relatively inefficient solution
for hyperparameter inference. Variational inference methods can be a idea for improving
the inference. Variational approaches target to minimise Kullback Leibler (KL) divergence
for inducing variables [37]. For many applications, variational methods produce solutions
with comparable accuracy to MCMC sampling at higher speed, while the shortage is that
variational methods underestimate the variance [38]. Variational methods can be a tool for
further fouling reconstruction, especially for large-scale data processing in industry.
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Appendix A. Stan implementation

GP-based fouling reconstruction model with positive continuous observations:

functions{

vector func(vector x, int slope) {

return inv(1 + exp(-slope*x));}

}

data {

int<lower=0> Gx;

int<lower=0> Gy;

int<lower=0> Nlaser;

int<lower=0> Npath;

matrix[Nlaser*(2*Npath-1),Gx*Gy] B;

matrix[Gx*Gy,Gx*Gy] K;

vector[Nlaser*(2*Npath-1)] y;

real<lower=0> y_sigma;

}

parameters {

vector[Gx*Gy] g;

}

transformed parameters{

vector[Gx*Gy] positivef;

vector[Nlaser*(2*Npath-1)] m;

positivef=func(K*g-0.5,1);

m=B*positivef;

}

model {

g ~ normal(0, 1);

y ~ normal(m, y_sigma);

}

GP-based fouling reconstruction model with binary observations:

functions{

vector func(vector x, int slope) {

return inv(1 + exp(-slope*x));}
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real sigmoid(real x,real scale){

return inv(1 + exp(-scale*x));}

}

data {

int<lower=0> Gx;

int<lower=0> Gy;

int<lower=0> Nlaser;

int<lower=0> Npath;

matrix[Nlaser*(2*Npath-1),Gx*Gy] B;

matrix[Gx*Gy,Gx*Gy] K;

int z[Nlaser*(2*Npath-1)];

}

parameters {

vector[Gx*Gy] g;

real<lower=0.1> lengthscale;

real<lower=0> sub;

real a[Nlaser*(2*Npath-1)];

}

transformed parameters{

vector[Gx*Gy] positivef;

vector[Nlaser*(2*Npath-1)] m;

positivef=func(cholesky_decompose (K)*g-sub,1);

m=B*positivef;

}

model {

g ~ normal(0, 1);

a ~ normal(0, 1);

sub ~ std_normal();

for (i in 1:Nlaser*(2*Npath-1)){

z[i] ~ bernoulli_logit(a[i] + m[i]);}

}
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